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Several theorems are presentpd on the relation u{X X u) = UX X uY; the proofs use 
the idea of z-embedding of a subspace. The main results are to the effect that this rda- 
tion hoi& s it holds uniformIy iocahy, e.g., it” X X Y has a nanmeasurable normal cover 
by pseudocompact rectangles. These results use the following theorem: if X has a non- 
measurable normal cover % with ui1 C uX for each &% ?( , then UX = U (VU UE ?I k; 
this ixnmediately implies the Katgtov-Shirota Theorem. 
[ AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 54DBQ; Secondary 54C99,54tilS, 54GlO. 
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All topological spaces will be completely regular Hausdorff, 
the notation and terminolog, v of i4] for zero-sets, C-embedding, etc. and 
assume familia Gth basic properties of the 
tion vX [4, S]. also use two baGc propertie 
(i) Q is normal if there is a cor.:tinuous pseud 
fine % (a special. case of \‘6, ?. 
ite covIer consisr lin g era-sets is nor [7j lb*ZJ* 
2 
Let X be a qme and let S C X. 
We say Gut S is z-embedded in X if whenever Z is a zero-set (of a real- 
vaiseed cdontinuous function) in S, there is a zero-set 2’ in X with 
Z’(I S=Z write US c UX if the Hewitt extension US -+ vX of the in- 
clusic rl S c .X is a homeomorphism; this condition is studied further in [ 11. 
‘We say that S is G,-dense in X if each nonempty &-set in X meets S. 
‘IYhe d.efinitiont; of G,-closed and G&w~~ are obvious. (G,-closed sub- 
sets of reakompact spaces were first studied by Mrowka in [ $1.) 
B .I. Lemma. (a) If S is z-embedded and G, -dense in XB then S is C-em- 
bedded in X. 
(b) If S is z-emb e dd d e in X, then vS is the G,-closure of S in ‘vX (so 
us c UX). 
(c$ Any cozero-set is z-embedded. 
Proof. (a) By f4, 1.181, it suffices to prove C*-embedding. Let 2, and 
& be disjcPint zero-sets in S, and choose zero-set extensions 2; and 2; 
ink. Then 2; n 2; is a G6 in X which misses S, and hence is empty. It 
follows that S is C* -embedded by 14: 1.17 j. 
(b) Let S’ be the G,-closure of S in VX . By transitivity of z-embedding, 
S is z-embedded in VA’, and hence in S’, By (a), S is C-en a\‘bcdQcd in S’, 
and S’ is realcomuact by [S], so S’ = VS. 
(c) Let coz (f) be a cozero-set in X and Z(g) a zero-set in coz( f )> 
with g bounded. Create an extension h of fg by assigning the value 0 on 
Z(f). Then Z(h) n m(f) = Z(gj. cl 
2. A sum theorem 
For use in the next section, we shall prove the following (due to the 
first author): 
2.1. Tkxern. Let c2e be a noimul cover of X, of nonmeasurable ppwer, 
with vl/’ C vX ftw axh U E 5!l. Then vX = {vu: WECRC }. 
Th.is px tends the known resullt to the same effect when X is the 
topological SWI of the jmembers of V (i.e., Cu is a normal partition) 
[4, LCj. 53~ Ll is -much deeper in that it immediately implies the 
Katetw-Shircnta Therms, a> -%e sh# see. The cmmwn element in 
b&h pxofs is, of course? the theore e that an open cover 
of a pseudomeP-i~ llrv space has a o-discrete open refinen !ent [ 6 
3 
Let us cd1 a pseudometric d mnmeaswa le if each d-&xre te set is 
nonmeasurable, and a uniform space nonmeasurable if each unifizTm]ly 
continuous pseudometric snonmeasurable. 
8. Let d be a continuous pseudmnetrk on X, and let % be a 
r of X. If d or 1 Tit I is nonmeasurable, then trX= {ldU: UE %! ). 
roof. In a pseudornetric space, each open set is cozero, and it follow& 
that each member of .‘u is cozero in X. By 1. f 4 
U(uU: UGV}C ux. 
For the reverse inclusion? first refine q by a d-open family 
U $9 &EN 
where each J, is d-discrete. The usuai proof of existence shows that 
NJ, “s, 1 < Fit I; SQ under either hypothesis, each I J, I is nonmeasurable. 
Let 
this set is d-open, hence cozero in X, and u& C UX by 1.1,. 
Let p E uX and define 9’ as follows: Z(f) E 9 iff th6 ikwitt extension 
off is 0 at p. Then 9 is a z-ultrafilter on X with the countable intersec- 
tion property (tip). Thus there exists an m with VRq n Z # 8 for each 
Z E Y. By 1.1 (c), Vm is z-embedded; it follows that the trace SW’ is 
a z-ultrafilter on Vm with tip, so that 
WV, -+q forsomeqEuVI. 
Since u’ym c IX., q = p. By [rb. 22C] 
uvm =U{uS: SE dJ, 
sopEusforsomeSE ~5,. But there is U E Q wi*th S C tr, and S is co- 
z~roinU,souXuUby l.l.Tl~usp~ul/.U 
The following is the Gillman J&son refinement of the Kat5tov- 
Shirota Theorem; see f4, l5.2lJ. 
2.3. Corollary. A ccmplete nanmeaswuble mifbrm space is reabcmt 
4 R.L, B&P, A. W. Hager /Hewitt mzktmpac~ifi~tion of a pro&et 
be 24 uniform pseudometric, let e > 0, and let q be the collection of all 
c!2-bah, By 2.2 (or by 2. 
have 
noting that cbc must be nonmeasurable), we 
{uV: ?JE%) I 
Now 5F+pforsomepEuX,andpEuUforsomeUSkLetZbethe 
&cIosure of U. By 1.1 we have 
The following appears in [ 101; for completeness we include a proof. 
2.4. Lemma. Let 9t! = {V,: Q E I) be a coyer of V is normaE iff there 
is a locally finite cover 33 = ( Va: ik E I) of X, consisting of cozero-sets, 
with Va and X - Uol completely separated for each 42 E I. 
oof. The_condition is sufficient because sny locally finite cozero cover 
is normal. 
If ?$ is normal, let d be a continuous pseudometric for which the 
l-balls refine Cv , and let {A6 /3 E J} be a locally finite d-open refinement 
of these l-balls (existing by paracompactness of (X, d)). Write a map 
@: J + I for which A, c uaMj for each & and for ~1 E d set 
(Note that many B,‘s are likely to be empty.) Then {B,.: o, E .!: is a 
locally finite d-open cover, and so there is a d-open cov& { Va: cy E I) 
with the d-closure of Va contained in B, (by normality of (X, d)); note 
that each B, C U, and that each Va is d-cozero, hence X-cozero. Urysohn”s 
Lemma implies the complete separation of Va and X - Uti in (X, d): and. 
hence of Vu1 and X - u@ in X o 
While 2.4 is more than we need for the proof of 2.1, it is exactly wh:ltt 
we need later, for 3.6. 
roof of 2.1. Since ?e is nonmeasuraible normal, the normal cozero cover 
v of (the proof of) 2A is nonmeasurable. Thus, 
, &p. (vu: ueu 1 c ux, a 
where the equality follows from 2.2, the first inclusion from 1.1 (since 
each V is cozero in a u), and the second inclusion from the hypothesis.8 
?he main results are 3.3, 3.4, 3.6 and 3. f O below. We require two 
lenmas: 
3.1,,, Lemma. If X X Y C T C VX X vY, and T is re~Zcompact, thesjz 
T=uXX VY. 
oaf> If there exists (JJ# q) E vX X vY - T, then, say, p E vX - X, so 
cl&X X {q)) is a proper realcompact subset of vX X (q]. containing 
X X (4). This is impossib1e.U 
3.2. hnma. If A and B are cozero-sets in X and Y, respectively,, and if 
v(X X Y) = vX X vY, then v(A X B) = VA X vB. 
Proof. Since A X B is a cozero-ret in X X Y, v(A X B) is, by 1 O 1, the 
G,6-closure of A X B ~II v(X X Y). The latter is UX X uY, ZUIB 3: is trivial 
that the G,-closure of a product is the product of G6-c!osuns. This last 
is, by 1.1, VA X vB.n 
3.3. Theorem. Suppose that X X Y has a CQW i-L_‘, X J-:.&I with the 
proper&s: 
ia) v(& X &I = vls/ol X vV~ for each ~1 E L 
(W cv, x VLY& hers 9 nonmesurable nornzal refinement by cozero- 
rectungles. 
Then v(X X Y) = vX X vY. 
oof. Let (A0 X BB}pEJ be a refinement as in (b). We then have 
u(Xx Y)’ U u(Ap x BP) = (9 (zIA@ :< uBs) c uX x r:Y 
KJ PEJ 
(the first equality by 2.1) the second by (a) and 3.2, the inclusion by 1. l), 
so 3.1 completes the proof. tl 
6 R.L. J&r A. W. Ikger / kiewitt realcompact@cation of a product 
‘3&t. Ccprdhy, Suppose MiW there We nt3nmeasurt2ble tlOiW3d c3VePS V 
and V of X and Y, respectively, with v(U X V) = UP X vV for 
UEV and VEW Thenv(XX Y)=v_KX v)‘. 
ProoR By 2.d, % and g3 have nonmeasurable normal cozero-refinements 
chl’ and c33’, Thus %’ X W’ is a nonmeasurable normal refinement of the 
cover % X V by cozero-rectangles.U 
Corollary 3.4 puts the hypothesis v(U X V) = uU X uV on every mem- 
ber of the product cover Cu X 13 , the point being that such a product 
coder has a normal refinement by cozero-rectangles, It can be shown that 
such refinements exist also for “semi-product” ccvcrs (i.e., those of the 
form { Ua X Vzja,p, where {V, & is normal, and, for each Q, { Vi>a is 
nr.ormal; orsimilarly, reversing the roles of x and Y) or for the meet of 
two such covers (see [Gj Chapter IN]). We have been unable to tell if 
every normal cover by rxtangles has a normal refinement by ctitero-rect- 
angles, but we doubt it. Mat we now show is that a condition somewhat 
stronger than 3.3 (a) forces (b). 
3.5. Definition. The map T: X -+ Y is z-c&ed if T(Z) is closed in Y when- 
ever Z is a zero-set in X 
The product A X I3 will be said to have the projection property (pp) 
if each projection is z-closed. 
3.6. Lemma. If Czt is a ~zormak cover of X X Y consisting of closed rect- 
‘angles, each with pp, then % has a normal refinement by cozero-rectangles 
(which may be taken nonmeasurable if ?I is nonmeasurable). 
The proof is somewhat involved, and we defer it for a moment, 
3.7. Remarks on the projection property. Noble [9] has shown the equiv- 
alence of: 
(a) A X B has pp; 
(b) A X B is C*-embedded in both @A X B a.nd A X (3B; 
(c) when k and B are given their fine uniformiGes, the uniform product 
A ii B is fine. 
(A product with pp is called a C*-pair in [3] and [9].) lsbell [6, 
Chapter VII ] has shown that (c) is equivalent to either 
(Cl) for sofl?e prJ-= -,ldinal n , or~e factor is discrete of power < 11 and the 
other is R -discrete, or 
(c2) for some rr , the product is pseudo-r*-compact and q-discrere for 
c II . 
ow, by Shirota’s theorem (2.31, the completion of the fine space X 
is topologically UX if the fine uniformity is nonmeasurable (i.e., X il;; 
pseudo-rll-compact, where art is the first measurable cardinal). Conse- 
if A X B has ppJ and if A and I3 are pseudo-m-compact, then 
u(A x B) = UA x VB. 
_ This last is not optimal (but the better result doesn’t help to improve 
3.6): Comfort and Negrepontis [ 31 have shown that if A X B is Fern- 
bedded in A X @3, and IB i is nonmeas:arable, then u(A X B) = d X vB. 
Some machinery is required for 3.6. The t’ollowing ia taken from [ 21. 
3.k The map r: X + Y is called z-open if cl T(Z) c ht a(H) whetLever 
Z 3s a zero-set and H is a cozero-set with Z C H Then: 
(a) a z-open map is open, and an open arrd z-closed map is z-open; 
fb) r is z-open iff whenver E and F are completely separated k X, 
then r(E) 2nd Y - r (X - F) are completely separated in Y. 
3.9. Corolky. Let ‘8: x -+ Y be open, and let E and F be cmnpkteiy 
separated in X. If X - F has a neighbmkmd S such that r(S) is cksed 
and the mw’riction T I S : S + T(S) is z-open, then r(E) and Y - s(X -- F) 
clre comple!!ely separated in Y. 
Proof. The sets E and F n S are compjlet@y separated in S, so by 3.8(b), 
there is f E C(r(S)) which is 1 on r(E) GIG 0 on r(S) - r(S - F). IMine 
g cz @(Y-j as f on r(S) and 0 on Y’ - T(S). Then g is 1 on T(E) and 0 on 
Y--7(X--3-).0 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Write U as {U&: Q E I} and apply 2.4 to V to obaa 
tain V = ( VQ : ar E I}, and then apply 2.4 to c)3 to obtain 339 = {Wl, : Q E 1). 
Thus, for each ~1, W,, is completely separated from X X Y - Va and Jra 
is completely separated from X X Y - rJay. (If c2C isnonmeaswrable, so 
i!; CHP, and this will force the parenthetical conclusion in 3.6.) 
By hypothesis and 3.8(a), the projections from the rectangle U, are 
z-open, and by 3.9, nx(WDY) and X - wx(V,) are completely separated 
in X. Hence there is a cozero-set A, in X with n;u (I%&) C A, C vay( Vu)- 
Likewise, there is a cozero-set B, in Y with q(Pr’,; ,X 1p, C Q@‘& 
Since w 1s normal, {A, X l?, : Q E I) 3s normal, akd the proof is corn-- 
plete. El 
Corollary 3. IQ follows immediately from 3,6, 3.3 and parts of 3,?. 
The rest& for pseudo@omgact rectangles ( ee Abstract) is obtained by 
MGng each 11 U = H,, and noting thz-t he closure of a pseudocompact 
rectangle is a pseudocompact rectangle. (The closure of a pseudo n u- 
compact rectangle is also pseudo- nu-compact, but it need not be q -dis- 
crete_) 
There are other ways of piacing t&e nonmeasurability h pothesis on 
the members of ‘u in 3.10, e.g., as in the Comfort-Negrepontis Theorem 
of 3-7. We remark also (without proof) that the nonmeasurability h poth- 
eses of 3.10 can be omitted only if every cardinal is nonmeasurable. 
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